CosmicFish is a publicly available library to perform Fisher matrix forecast for several cosmological observations. With the present implementation notes we provide a guide to the physical and technical details of the library. We reproduce here the details and all the relevant equations, as they appear in the code. We submit these notes to the arXiv to grant full and permanent access to this material which provides a useful guidance to forecasting and the use of CosmicFish code. We will update this set of notes when relevant modifications to the CosmicFish code will be released. The present version is based on CosmicFish Jun16.
I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
These notes contain the CosmicFish implementation details of all the physical quantities relevant to the code. The core of the CosmicFish code consists of two libraries. The first one is a Fortran library that takes care of producing the Fisher matrices. This is interfaced with CAMB sources [1, 2] , EFTCAMB sources [3, 4] and MGCAMB sources [5, 6] and is automatically compiled against these three Einstein-Boltzmann codes for maximum model coverage. The second part consists of a Python library optimized to perform operations on Fisher matrices, once they are produced. This also contains a full set of plotting utilities. Both these two libraries have applications built with them. For the Fortran part the only application already present is one that computes Fisher matrices. Other applications are in the process of being developed. The Python part contains several plotting applications that produce 1D, 2D and triangular marginalized plots, an application producing tables with marginalized bounds on the parameters and an application that performs a complete analysis of a set of Fisher matrices. Both libraries are based on state of the art, optimized, core algorithms including precise derivatives calculators, spectral protection of Fisher matrices against degenerate, unconstrained, parameters, to name a few.
The CosmicFish code is publicly available at http://cosmicfish.github.io. The code comes with two unit testing suites that are responsible for checking all the building blocks of the two libraries. These can be easily used to check whether the code is correctly deployed and functioning or if modification introduced to the code break the correct execution of previous features. The two libraries constituting the CosmicFish code are supplied with a thorough automatic documentation that explain the interfaces and the purposes of all the functions in both codes. This documentation is accessible at http:// cosmicfish.github.io/documentation/CosmicFish/index.html for the Fortran part and at http://cosmicfish. github.io/documentation/CosmicFishPyLib/index.html for the Python part. The codes comes with two packages that we used to validate the code and to perform the analysis presented in [7] . These packages are built to fully exploit the power of the library and show an example of a work pipeline with the CosmicFish library. The structure of these packages is extremely flexible and they can be easily used to build packages with other applications of the code. The CosmicFish code is also publicly released in a developers version containing the latest update and features that are not yet implemented in the stable version. Thanks to its flexible and documented structure the developers version of the CosmicFish code can be easily modified to implement new features that can be useful to the cosmological community. We encourage everyone that is interested in developing its own applications or modifications to the code to use this version of the code, exploit it for scientific purposes and then to upload modifications to it to join our efforts in pursuing cosmological forecasting as a community achievement. We believe that, in its first release, the CosmicFish code stands as a flexible and powerful framework to produce cosmological forecasts. Its fully modular structure, modern design and utilities make it a perfect tool to produce transparent and accessible scientific results and represent a first step toward community wide forecasting efforts.
II. CONTRIBUTING TO THE COSMICFISH CODE DEVELOPMENT
Cosmological forecasting is intrinsically a complicated matter as it requires deep knowledge of many branches of cosmology. In particular performing useful forecast requires modeling extended physical theories, understanding systematic effects related to cosmological observables and experimental design. All this can hardly be mastered by a single individual. For this reason we believe that CosmicFish, as a forecasting code, has to be open to contributions from other people that will bring their expertise to the code. The developers version of the CosmicFish code is available at https://github.com/CosmicFish/CosmicFish and we welcome anyone to submit contributions. In an effort toward allowing scientific recognition of contributors to the code we shall use the following scheme. All contributions, regardless of size, are recognized and acknowledged in one of the CosmicFish files, distributed with the main code and in the acknowledgement section of these notes. Contributors to the code are further divided into three levels:
• Contributors: anyone contributing to the code;
• Developers: anyone contributing to the CosmicFish code in the long-term and that provided substantial additions to the code;
• Principal Developers: anyone that contributed to the code to the same extent of other Principal Developers and with a global overview of the code;
To help developers in justifying their effort in contributing to the CosmicFish code, as an academic undertaking, we shall prepare a scientific paper exploiting the new features of the code at any mayor release of its stable version. Principal Developers shall be invited to sign the paper, Developers shall be invited to contribute to the realization of the paper. This paper will accompany the release of the new version of the code and will be the paper for which the code license requires a citation by the users. In addition Principal Developers will be invited to sign the CosmicFish implementation notes.
III. FISHER FORECASTS
Given a data set D and a model M that is described by a vector of parameters θ we call the likelihood of the data L(θ) ≡ P (D|θ|M) the probability of the data given a set of parameters and a model. The Fisher information matrix is then defined by:
Where brackets denote average over data realizations. The Fisher matrix can also be written as:
since the difference between the two is zero once averaged over the data D.
The relevance of this quantity comes from to the Cramér-Rao lower bound [14] . This states that if:
the covariance C of any unbiased estimatorθ of the parameters satisfies:
where ≥ 0 means that this quantity is positive semidefinite.
IV. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FISHER MATRICES
In this section we discuss some of the statistical analyses that can be performed with Fisher matrices at hand. These are all implemented in the CosmicFish code and we refer to the code documentation, http://cosmicfish.github.io/ documentation/CosmicFish/index.html and http://cosmicfish.github.io/documentation/CosmicFishPyLib/ index.html, for the implementation details.
A. Marginalized bounds
Once Fisher matrices are produced we can use them to forecast marginal bounds on parameters. Given a Fisher matrix F , the Cramér-Rao lower bound (4) implies that:
If we assume that the posterior of the considered parameter is Gaussian we can forecast the bound at different confidence levels:
where Erfinv denotes the inverse Error function and C.L. is the desired confidence level.
B. Marginal ellipses plotting
Once we compute a Fisher matrix it might be useful to plot the marginalized joint posterior probability of two parameters (θ i , θ j ), assuming that it is Gaussian, starting from the Fisher matrix. This helps shedding light on the possible degeneracy between two parameters and how this degeneracy changes or breaks when considering different experiments. Let us denote:
we can immediately compute:
and we can write the parametric form of the Fisher ellipse in the θ i , θ j plane as:
where (θ 
C. Information Gain
We can use Fisher matrices to forecasts the information gain between different experiments [8] as we shall review in this section. The statistical tool that we shall use at this goal is the Kullback-Leibler divergence, also called relative entropy or information gain. Consider two probability density functions (PDF), P 1 and P 2 of a d dimensional random variable θ. The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is defined by:
and represents the information difference in going from P 1 to P 2 in bits. The KL divergence has some noticeable properties:
• Positive definite:
• Not symmetric:
• Invariant under re-parametrizations: given Y (X), a non-singular re-parametrization,
If we assume that P 1 and P 2 are multivariate Gaussian distributions with mean θ 1 and θ 2 and covariance Σ 1 and Σ 2 the KL divergence becomes:
We can consider the posterior of some experiments as the PDF in the KL divergence to quantify the information difference between the interpretation of two different experiments within a model. With reference to Eq. (10) we shall consider
where D 1 and D 2 are two data sets and M is a specific model. If we apply the KL divergence to the posterior of two different experiments sometimes it proves useful to compute the expectation and variance of the KL divergence over D 2 realizations:
We shall now consider the case where the two posterior are Gaussian in the parameters and the data and have the same mean values. We shall denote the Fisher matrix of the two experiments as F 1 and F 2 and the prior Fisher matrix as F p . With these assumptions and notation it can be easily shown [8] that:
Equations (14, 15, 16) are the results that are implemented in the CosmicFish code to perform information gain forecasts. Some properties of (14, 15, 16) are worth noticing:
• KL divergence with uninformative priors: if the prior is less informative than the Fisher matrix, i.e. F 1 , F 2 >> F p then:
• KL divergence with strong prior: in the limit where the prior is much more informative than the data, i.e. F p >> F 1 , F 2 we have:
that is, if the prior are too strong the information that we can gain is reduced to zero.
V. FISHER MATRIX FOR ANGULAR POWER SPECTRA
In this section we shall describe how we obtain the Fisher matrix for angular power spectra [13] . Consider N fields measured on the sky. These will constitute a vector T of angle (θ) dependent measurements that we can decompose into spherical harmonics:
We shall assume that the a lm are Gaussian distributed with zero mean and covariance
lm | where X and Y denote two of the observables in T . This covariance constitutes our theoretical prediction and we shall compare it to the data estimate of the covariance:
At a fixed m and l the probability of a lm can be written as:
where we used the notation det(·) = | · |. The joint probability distribution of the 2l + 1 independent a lm is then given by:
An experiment measures the C l 's from l min to l max so that the joint probability distribution of the full measurements is given by:
With this at hand we can immediately compute the Fisher matrix for angular power spectra as:
Here we model the observedĈ
The angular power spectra that are already implemented in the CosmicFish code are:
• CMB temperature, E and B mode polarization, CMB lensing as discussed in Section V A.
• Galaxy weak lensing, as discussed in Section V B;
• Galaxy number counts fluctuations, as discussed in Section V B;
To compute the Fisher matrix for angular power spectra the parameter flag cosmicfish_want_cls has to be turned to true. By default the cross correlation between all the angular power spectra is considered. To remove cross-correlation from the Fisher matrix calculation the user should act on the flag Fisher_want_XC.
A. CMB angular power spectra
We implement four different CMB angular power spectra accounting for their cross correlation. In particular we have CMB Temperature spectrum, CMB E-mode polarization spectrum, CMB B-mode polarization spectrum and CMB lensing angular spectrum. Since we consider only statistical noise these are not correlated and the noise in the cross-correlation is zero. In the case of the Temperature spectrum we consider different frequency channels ν so that the total statistical noise is given by:
where θ(ν) is the beam FWHM in arcmin and S T (ν) ≡ ∆T /T is temperature sensitivity. In the case of E-B mode polarization the noise is given by the same Eq. 26 with S T (ν) replaced by S P (ν) ≡ ∆P/T as polarization sensitivity.
In the case of CMB lensing noise is given by [9] and computed with the code developed in [10] . Different CMB spectra can be included in the Fisher matrix calculation by acting on the flags: Fisher_want_CMB_T, Fisher_want_CMB_E, Fisher_want_CMB_B and Fisher_want_CMB_lensing. The relevant parameters for CMB experiments are:
• CMB_n_channels: number of frequency channels of the CMB experiment;
• CMB_TT_fsky, CMB_EE_fsky and CMB_BB_fsky to select f sky for different observables;
• l_max_TT, l_max_EE and l_max_BB to select the maximum multipole for a given observable;
• CMB_temp_sens(i) to select temperature sensitivity (∆T /T ) in the i-th frequency channel;
• CMB_pol_sens(i) to select polarization sensitivity (∆P/T ) in the i-th frequency channel;
• CMB_fwhm(i) to select the beam FWHM in arcmin for the i-th frequency channel;
B. LSS angular power spectra
We implement in the CosmicFish code the possibility to include Large Scale Structure (LSS) angular power spectra in the Fisher matrix forecast. In particular, based on the output of CAMB sources, we implement galaxy Weak Lensing (WL) and tracers number counts fluctuations, hereafter GC. As with CMB spectra, by default the code includes in the forecast all the cross correlation between different LSS observables and also the cross correlation between CMB observables and LSS observables. In this section we discuss the details of the implementation of LSS forecast.
Window functions
For LSS observables we need to specify the corresponding window functions. We implement several choices that we shall discuss in this section.
• Gaussian window function: the Gaussian window function is specified as:
where z 0 indicates the window mean redshift and σ denotes the window spread. This window can be selected with the parameter window_type=1. The parameters of this window can be specified to the code by: redshift(i)= z 0 in the i-th window; redshift_sigma(i)= σ in the i-th window.
• Binned window function: the binned window function is specified by a global window function that encodes the information about all the objects found by a survey. We implement:
where α, β and z 0 are the parameters specifying the window function. In particular α and β are two parameters defining the shape of the window function, Γ is the Euler gamma function and z 0 is the window median redshift. This global window function has several properties:
Photometric redshift determinations have always some errors. To account for them the window function is usually smoothed. If we consider a redshift bin going from z 1 to z 2 the Gaussian smoothed binned window function becomes:
Where σ 2 z (z) is the model for the photometric redshift error and Erf is the error function. We implement a simple model for σ z that is specified by σ z (z) = σ 0 (1 + z). The parameters for this window function can be specified to the code by:
-window_type=2 to select this kind of window; -window_alpha= α; -window_beta= β; -redshift_zero= z 0 ; -photoz_error= σ 0 ; -redshift(i)= z 1 in the i-th window; -redshift_sigma(i)= ∆z in the i-th window;
• Flat window function: this window function is specified by:
This window function can be selected by setting window_type=3 and the parameters: redshift(i)= z 1 in the i-th window; redshift_sigma(i)= ∆z in the i-th window.
• Smoothed flat window function: this window function is equivalent to the flat window function but accounting for photo-z error Gaussian smoothing. It is specified by:
where:N
This window function can be selected by setting window_type=4 and the parameters: redshift(i)= z 1 in the i-th window; redshift_sigma(i)= ∆z in the i-th window. We implement σ z (z) = σ 0 (1 + z) where σ 0 =photoz_error.
Notice that all these window functions are automatically normalized to unity by the CAMB code so we do not need to specify the normalization.
These window functions can be used for both GC and WL. In its current version, the code does not allow to use two different functional forms of window functions at the same time. This is likely to be upgraded in the future.
All the LSS windows have also the possibility of having a different f sky and a different l max by setting: LSS_fsky(i) for the sky fraction and LSS_lmax(i) for the maximum multipole, in the i-th window.
LSS Weak Lensing Noise
In this section we shall discuss the experimental noise that is added to the predicted C l . In the case of WL we consider a noise given by:
where is the rms shear stemming from the intrinsic ellipticity of the galaxies and N i is the number of galaxies in the window. In code notation: LSS_intrinsic_ellipticity(i)= γ rms and LSS_num_galaxies(i)= N i in the i-th window.
LSS Number Counts Noise
In this section we shall discuss the experimental noise that we consider for number counts fluctuations. This is given by:
where N i is the number of galaxies in the window. In code notation: LSS_num_galaxies(i)= N i in the i-th window. For GC we need to specify bias. In the present version of the code this is treated as a constant, scale independent, possibly different in all redshift windows. The value of bias in the i-th window is specified by: redshift_bias(i). It is possible to add these values of the bias to the Fisher matrix calculation by setting param[bias] to true. More complicated bias models will be added in the near future.
VI. FISHER MATRIX FOR SUPERNOVAE OBSERVATIONS
In this section we discuss how we obtain Fisher matrix forecast for Supernovae observations. We observe the magnitude of a supernova at a certain redshift and we model it as:
where X 1 is the stretch of the supernova, C its color and M B the intrinsic luminosity. If we measure the luminosity distance, redshift, color and stretch of a set of N supernovae and we assume that all these measurements are Gaussian distributed with mean m(z i ) and covariance Σ we can immediately write the likelihood as:
We model the covariance as diagonal and:
where: σ m is the error in determining the SN magnitude; σ lens is the error due to the lensing of the SN and we model its redshift dependence as σ lens (z) = σ lens z; σ z is the error in the determination of the SN redshift whose redshift dependence is modeled by σ z (z) = 5σz z ln (10) ; σ C is the error in the determination of SN color and we model its redshift dependence as σ C (z) = σ C0 + σ C2 z 2 ; σ X1 is the error in the determination of the SN stretch and we model its redshift dependence as σ X1 (z) = σ X10 + σ X12 z 2 ; σ mX1 is the error in the joint determination of stretch and magnitude of a supernova and we model its redshift dependence as σ mX1 (z) = σ mX10 + σ mX12 z 2 ; σ Cm is the error in the joint determination of the color and magnitude of a supernova and we model its redshift dependence as σ Cm (z) = σ Cm0 + σ Cm2 z 2 ; σ X1C is the error in the joint determination of the supernova stretch and color and we model its redshift dependence as σ X1C (z) = σ X1C0 + σ X1C2 z 2 . With this at hand we can compute the Fisher matrix that becomes:
because the covariance matrix depends on the parameters α and β. Notice that this quantity needs to be averaged over the data. In particular the average over the observed magnitude has already been taken into account while the average over redshift, color and stretch has to be performed. This turns out to be challenging to do analytically. We thus allow the option to perform a Monte-Carlo average of this quantity considering color and stretch to be Gaussian distributed with zero mean and user defined spread.
In the present version of the code the term depending on the covariance derivative is not implemented. It will be implemented in a future code release.
A. SN survey parameters
In this section we review the parameters that can be used to tell the code the specifications of a SN survey.
• SN_Fisher_MC_samples: number of Monte Carlo Fisher matrix samples;
• alpha_SN: fiducial value of the stretch coefficient. This can be added as a parameter of the Fisher matrix by setting param[alpha_SN] to true;
• beta_SN: fiducial value of the color coefficient. This can be added as a parameter of the Fisher matrix by setting param[beta_SN] to true;
• M0_SN: fiducial value of the SN intrinsic luminosity. This can be added as a parameter of the Fisher matrix by setting param[M0_SN] to true;
• color_dispersion: dispersion in the colors. This fixes the variance in color of the generated mock SN catalog;
• stretch_dispersion: dispersion in the stretch. This fixes the variance in color of the generated mock SN catalog;
• magnitude_sigma= σ m ;
• c_sigmaz= σ z ;
• sigma_lens_0= σ lens ;
• dcolor_offset= σ C0 ;
• dcolor_zcorr= σ C2 ;
• dshape_offset= σ X10 ;
• dshape_zcorr= σ X12 ;
• cov_ms_offset= σ mX10 ;
• cov_ms_zcorr= σ mX12 ;
• cov_mc_offset= σ Cm0 ;
• cov_mc_zcorr= σ Cm2 ;
• cov_sc_offset= σ X1C0 ;
• cov_sc_zcorr= σ X1C2 ;
• number_SN_windows: number of redshift bin in the SN redshift distribution;
• SN_redshift_start(i): lower redshift if the i-th SN redshift distribution bin;
• SN_redshift_end(i): higher redshift if the i-th SN redshift distribution bin;
• SN_number(i): number of SN in the i-th SN redshift distribution bin;
VII. FISHER MATRIX FOR REDSHIFT DRIFT MEASUREMENTS
In this section we describe how we obtain the Fisher matrix for Redshift Drift (RD) measurements. The theoretical shift in the spectroscopic velocity of a source after a time interval ∆t can be modelled as
where E(z) ≡ H(z)/H 0 and H 0 is expressed in s −1 . The error on this quantity is strongly dependent on the measurement strategy adopted and on the observed sources; at the moment CosmicFish follows the modelling of the uncertainties adopted by the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT), expected to produce measurements of this effect observing QSO absorption systems. Given this setup, the uncertainties on the measurements can be modelled as:
where N QSO is the number of observed system in the redshift bin centered in z, S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio of the observations and x = 1.7 for z ≤ 4 and x = 0.9 for z > 4.
Definining the likelihood for a set of N measurements at redshifts z k as
Given this shape of the likelihood function, the Fisher matrix can be written as
The parameters that can be used to build the redshift drift data set are
• RD_exptype: selects between different error modelization (only 1 available in the present version);
• number_RD_redshifts: number of redshift bins;
• delta_time: time interval ∆t (in years) for which to compute the shift;
• RD_sig_to_noise: signal to noise ratio S/N ;
• RD_source_number(i): number of observed sources in the i-th redshift bin;
• RD_redshift(i): central redshift value of the i-th redshift bin.
VIII. FISHER MATRIX FOR DERIVED PARAMETERS
In this section we discuss how we obtain the Jacobian matrix that is needed to propagate the bounds from a set of parameters to another. We can easily derive the transformation of the Fisher matrix under a change in the parameters. If we denote a set of parameters by θ i and another set of parameters byθ i and taking equation (1) we immediately have:
similarly we have:
The CosmicFish code then computes numerically J ≡ ∂θj ∂θm and the Fisher matrix with the derived parameters can be computed as:
Notice that the derived Fisher matrix satisfies the Cramér-Rao lower bound for the derived parameters [14] . The derived parameters Jacobian matrix is computed by the CosmicFish code if cosmicfish_want_derived is set to true.
A. Derived parameters
The CosmicFish code allows to get derived bounds on several derived parameters that we list here as a reference:
• In addition there are a couple of tomographic derived parameters, that can be obtained at several different redshifts. These are:
• σ 8 (z) the amplitude of scalar perturbations on the scale of 8 h −1 Mpc. Active if param[sigma8] is true;
• log H(z) the logarithm of the Hubble parameter at user specified redshifts. Active if param[loghubble] is true;
• log D A (z) the logarithm of the angular diameter distance at user specified redshifts. Active if param[logDA] is true;
Tomographic derived parameters are active if FD_num_redshift is set greater than zero. If this is the case FD_redshift(i) specifies the i-th redshift of the tomographic derived parameter. These constitute a basic set of derived parameters. It should be easy for the user to implement new ones.
IX. EXAMPLES
In this section we showcase some example usage of the CosmicFish code. All the results presented here are exactly the ones that can be obtained by running the example code distributed with the library. To do so the user needs to go to the examples directory and issue the command make all, after compiling successfully the library. This will produce all the Fisher matrices needed for these examples, by means of the Fortran CosmicFish library and then produce these plots with the Python CosmicFish library. We choose to show, as examples, some of the forecast results for a Planck Blue Book (BB) CMB satellite, as taken from [11] , and a DES-like Galaxy Clustering survey with specifications taken from [12] . In Figure 1 we show the marginalized 1D plots on three cosmological parameters while in Figure 2 we show their 2D joint forecasted PDF. In Figure 3 we show the triangular plot of these three parameters while Table IX shows 
